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Malmedy

Malmedy

At the foot of the ‘Hautes Fagnes’ nature reserve, Malmedy has
some wonderful surprises in store for you. It is imbued with the
soul of its cathedral, its treasure and its monastery. The latter is
home to the Malmundarium, a cultural and tourist centre which
traces 14 centuries of history in the town, its ancient trades
and industries (tanneries, papermaking), as well as its vibrant
carnival.
Enjoy walking around the friendly town centre. Admire the obelisk
from 1781 and have fun discovering the street names translated
into Walloon dialect.
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Crossed by the RAVeL, Malmedy is a great starting point for
sumptuous hikes on its hilly terrain. Dazzling views guaranteed.
Other must-sees in the area: the Château de Reinhardstein, the
Microbrasserie de Bellevaux and the Baugnez 44 museum, which
recounts a tragic episode of the Second World War.
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Practical information
Hautes Fagnes Tourist Office
Place Albert 1er 29 A • 4960 Malmedy
+32(0)80 33 02 50 • ostbelgien.eu

Public transport
Trois-Ponts station (14 km)
Bus 745

Where To Stay
Auberge de Jeunes (Youth Hostel)

MY Hotel

Perfect for a family outing, the hostel is ideal for long
and short stays. There are also activities to recharge
your batteries, including a pretty garden and children’s
playground.

This 4* hotel, located a stone’s throw from the centre of
Malmedy, is going over and above the usual concept of
well-being. Bistronomy and local specialities around a
good wood fire are all part of the experience. What’s not
to like?

Route d’Eupen 36 • 4960 Bevercé (Malmedy)
lesaubergesdejeunesse.be/malmedy

Rue Devant les Grands Moulins 25 • 4960 Malmedy
myhotel.be

Le Fenil (Gite)

Le Val d´Arimont (Holiday Hotel and Village)

Comfortable, bright and spacious 3 ‘Epis’ rural gite has
amazing views of the hills and valleys. It’s located in
Longfaye, a peaceful village next to the ‘Hautes-Fagnes’
Nature Reserve and 2 km from the ‘Signal de Botrange’
(Highest point of Belgium). Take in in some fresh air
to boost your energy on 100 km of marked trails that
surround the village.

Located in the heart of the Ardennes on the edge of the
Hautes Fagnes, this holiday village and hotel complex
comprising cottages and hotel rooms is the ideal place
for couples, families or groups who want to escape from
their hectic daily life.
Chemin du Val 30 • 4960 Malmedy
val-arimont.be

Route du Bayehon 18 • 4960 Longfaye (Malmedy)
liegetourisme.be

Relax Hotel Pip-Margraff

La Ferme du Père Eugène (Guest Rooms)

Established for over 140 years the hospitality and savoirfaire of this family-run establishment is obvious in every
aspect of this 4* hotel located in Saint-Vith, on the edge
of the ‘Hautes Fagnes-Eifel Natural Park’. Kitted out
with great gym and fitness facilities as well as outdoor
activities starting from the popular ‘Vennbahn’ route
(Secured cycling path).

Discover three guest rooms (4 ‘Epis’) rated in this old
farmhouse located in a quiet village at the foot of the
‘Hautes-Fagnes’, a natural region of great beauty.
Rue Large Voie 4 • 4960 Xhoffraix (Malmedy)
lafermedupereeugene.be

Hauptstrasse 7 • 4780 Saint-Vith
pip.be
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What To See and Do
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Malmundarium

Located in the former monastery of Malmedy, the must-see
Malmundarium is a place of art, history, memorial and culture.
You will appreciate the beauty of the magnificently restored
places as much as the museum tour which is interactive and
fun. The site is divided into different spaces exhibiting the past
and present of Malmedy: information and documentation
centre, temporary exhibitions, art or history gallery, a leather
workshop, carnival workshop, or even paper.
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Malmedy’s History Walk

This 3.6 km route will take you back to the city’s past. Discover
its main sites such as the old monastery or the cathedral, rich
in interesting discoveries.
Place Albert 1er • 4960 Malmedy
malmedy-tourisme.be

Place du Châtelet 10 • 4960 Malmedy
malmundarium.be
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‘Poudingue’ Walk

The Calvary of Malmedy, located on the hill of Livremont, is
considered one of the most beautiful sites in town, and the
path that leads there is just as pretty. Once the 14 stopping
points up to the Calvary originally had a religious purpose,
but today it allows visitors to get a prime vantage point of an
exceptional landscape. Indeed, the hill has the particularity of
being entirely made up of ‘pudding stone’, a reddish geological
curiosity unique in Belgium.
Place du Châtelet 9 • 4960 Malmedy
malmedy-tourisme.be
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Promenade des Crêtes (Walk)

Starting from the village of Chôdes, you’ll be blown away by
the views of the ‘Crêtes de la Warche’ walk. Enjoy the scene
around Rheinhardstein Castle then return through the Warche
valley. You can rent walking equipment from the local tourist
Office.
Rue Renier de Brialmont • 4960 Malmedy
malmedy-tourisme.be
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Chateau Reinhardstein (Castle)

Built in 1354 by Renaud de Waimes, this castle was home to
many different families across the centuries. Destroyed after
the French Revolution, it was completely rebuilt in 1969 and is
now transformed into a striking museum. You will be able to
discover armour, collections of weapons, tapestries, but also
period furniture.
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Brasserie Bellevaux (Brewery)

Installed in an old farm, this family microbrewery invites
you to discover the different stages in the production of its
high fermentation beers, such as Blonde, Brune, Blanche or
Malmedy Triple.
Rue de la Foncenale 1 • 4960 Bellevaux (Malmedy)
brasseriedebellevaux.be

Chemin du Cheneux 50 • 4950 Ovifat (Waimes)
reinhardstein.net
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Baugnez 44 Historical Center (War Museum)

This museum retraces a nearby tragedy that happened during
the Battle of the Bulge, also known as the Baugnez/Malmedy
massacre. This took place during the Battle in December 1944
when 84 American prisoners of war were massacred at the
crossroads of Baugnez.
Route de Luxembourg 10 • 4960 Baugnez (Malmedy)
baugnez44.be

Find out more at:
visitwallonia.be/en/malmedy
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